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Purchase of this book includes free trial access to www.million-books.com where you can read more than a
million books for free. This is an OCR edition with typos. Excerpt from book: AT SAGAMORE HILL All
things proceed as though the stage were set For acts arranged. I have not learned the part, The day enacts
itself. I take the tube, Find daylight at Jamaica, know the place Through some rehearsal, all the country know
Which glides along the window, is not seen For definite memory. At Oyster Bay A taxi stands in readiness;
in a trice We circle strips of water, slopes of hills, Climb where a granite wall supports a hill, A mass of
blossoms, ripening berries, too, And enter at a gate, go up a drive, Shadowed by larches, cedars, silver
willows. This taxi just ahead is in the play, Is here in life as I had seen it in The crystal of prevision, reaches
first The porte cochere. This moment from the door Comes Roosevelt, and greets the man who leaves The
taxi just ahead, then waits for me, Puts a strong hand that softens into mine, And says, O, this is bully! We go
in. He leaves my antecessor in a room Somewhere along the hall, and comes to me Who wait him in the
roomy library. How are those lovely daughters ? Oh, by George! I thought I might forget their names, I know
— It's Madeline and Marcia. Yes, you know Corinne adores the picture which you sent Of Madeline — your
boy, too ? In the war! That's bully — tea is coming — we must talk, I have five hundred things to ask you —
set The tea things on this table, Anna — now, Do you take sugar, lemon ? O, you smoke! I'll give you a
cigar. The talk begins. He's dressed in canvas khaki, flannel shirt, Laced boots for farming, chopping trees,
perhaps; A stocky frame, curtains of skin on cheeks Drained slightly of their fat; gash in the neck Where pus
was emptied lately; one eye dim, And growing dimmer; almost blind in that. And when he walks he rolls a...
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From reader reviews:

Frank Craver:

What do you about book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want something to
explain what yours problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man or woman? If you don't have
spare time to complete others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have free time? What did
you do? Everybody has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question mainly because just
their can do which. It said that about book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is correct. Because start
from on pre-school until university need this kind of Starved rock, to read.

Doris Rice:

Now a day people who Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources in it can be true or not call for people to be aware of each facts they get. How people have to be
smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the solution is reading a book. Reading a book can
help individuals out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Starved rock, book because this book
offers you rich data and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred % guarantees there is no
doubt in it you probably know this.

Louis Gayman:

The knowledge that you get from Starved rock, may be the more deep you rooting the information that hide
into the words the more you get considering reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise but
Starved rock, giving you thrill feeling of reading. The article writer conveys their point in selected way that
can be understood through anyone who read the item because the author of this book is well-known enough.
This kind of book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand then can go
along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having this specific
Starved rock, instantly.

Hoyt Moore:

This Starved rock, is completely new way for you who has interest to look for some information mainly
because it relief your hunger associated with. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know
otherwise you who still having little digest in reading this Starved rock, can be the light food for you
personally because the information inside this kind of book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books
create itself in the form and that is reachable by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book contact form. People who
think that in e-book form make them feel tired even dizzy this book is the answer. So there is no in reading a
publication especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for anyone. So ,
don't miss the item! Just read this e-book kind for your better life along with knowledge.
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